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Abstract.
The purpose of this note is to show how the sum theorem for Whitehead torsion due to K. W. Kwun and R. H. Szczarba, and generalized by L. C. Siebenmann, may be applied to compute the Whitehead torsion of the total space pair of a bundle pair in terms of the Whitehead torsion of the fiber pair and the Euler characteristic of the base.
Let p:E-+B be a PL fiber bundle with fiber F and suppose p':E'->-B is a PL subbundle with fiber F'. If the inclusion F'c F is a homotopy equivalence, a theorem of Dold [1, Theorem 6.3] implies that the inclusion £<=£' ¡s also a homotopy equivalence. It is the object of this note to answer the natural question1 "How are the Whitehead torsions tíF, F')e Wh tt^F) and t(£, £')eWh «i(£) related?" Specifically we prove the is induced by the inclusion y.F^-E.
To set the context precisely, we recall that a PL bundle pair with fiber (F, F') is a PL map p: (£, £')->-(£, B), denoted simply by B in the sequel, such that for some triangulation K of B and each simplex aeK, there is a PL homeomorphism ha:iaxF,axF')-^-ip~1ia),p~1ia)C\E') such that pha=P\ where p^.iaxF, axF')->a is projection on the first factor.
A PL bundle p':E'-*B with fiber F' is a subbundle ,of the PL bundle p: E-*B with fiber F if £'<= E,p'=p | £', and />:(£, E')-*B is a PL bundle pair with fiber (£, £'). In this event for each xeB we denote the pair ip-1ix),p'-1ix))=ip~1ix),p~1ix)r\E') by iFx,F'x) and the inclusion (F"F;)c (£,£') by;,.
Throughout the remainder of this note we work in the category of compact PL spaces and PL maps.
The only technical concern in the proof of the theorem is the handling of base points. This concern is obviated by the Lemma. Let p:(E, £')->£ be a bundle pair with connected base and fiber (F, £'). Suppose F is connected and the inclusion £'c£ is a homotopy equivalence. Then for any points b, ceB,jb^r(Fb, F")=jc*t(Fc, F'c) where r(Fx, F'x) denotes the Whitehead torsion of ' (Fx, F'x) , x=b, c.
Proof. Let g : 7-^-5 be a path with g(0)=b and g(l)=c. Then there is a bundle map G: (7x£, 7x£')->-(£, £') covering g. Letting gj=G|/x£ for 1=0, 1, and g-G\Ixxq where x0e£ is a base point, we obtain a commutative diagram Wh ^(Fb, g0(x0)) J-^> Wh ^(E, g0(x0)) Wh Wl(£, x0) Wh %(Fe, gl(x0)) !X Wh *}(E, gl(x0)) where <j* is induced by the "change of base point" homomorphism o#:ttx(E, gü(x^)^-nx(E, g1(x0)). Since g0: (£, £')-(£ö, F0) is a££ homeomorphism g0^(F, F')=r(Fh, F'b). Similarly g^r(F, F') = t(Fc, F'c). The lemma now follows from the commutativity of the diagram since cr* is the canonical isomorphism used in defining Wh ir^E) as an abstract group without reference to base points.
Since jbieT(Fb, F'h) is independent of beB, we will denote this element of Wh 7r,(£) unambiguously by j*r(F, £') and will suppress any further reference to the choice of b.
Proof of the Theorem. Let £ be a triangulation of B, K0<^K be a maximal tree, and au a2,---,am be the simplices of K-K0 ordered in such a way that if dim o-¿<dim a¡, then i<j. Note that dim o^-l for all i. For n>0, let Kn=K0Kj (J"-i cr, and set (£n, E'n)=(p-\Kn),p'-l(Kn)).
The proof proceeds by induction on n. Suppose the theorem holds for (£"_i, £^-i). Since £M=£n_1U/>~1(<0> Fn-1C\p~1ip")=p~1iàn), and E'n nas a similar decomposition,
by the Sum Theorem [2] and [3] where &,*, ¿2*, and k3* are induced by the obvious inclusions into (£", £¿). By the induction hypothesis, k^riE^, EU) = z(^,-i)Í*t(F, F').
Also since an is contractible, there is an equivalence of bundle pairs h:ianxF,önxF')->~ip-1iern),p'-1ion)).
Hence by the Product Theorem 
